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la Th Sunlight.
The clouds came up on a summer day,
And covered the clear blue sky,
They hid the face of the sun away,
While the sudden storm swept by:
And the stricken flowers when the fierce

wind blew
to the tempest's power;
But they smiled in spite of their tears
of dew
In the sunlight after the shower.
Tho clouds cam up when my life was
bright,
And covered the sur. away,
And my heart grew chill in the sudden
night,
And longed for the vanished day;
But the clouds passed by with the summer rain,
flower,
And then like the storm-tosse- d
My heart looked up and vvas elud again
In the sunlight after the shower.
Bent low

Grtat Wheat Harv.it
that the wheat crop in the
United States this year is seven hundred million bushels, the largest ever
It

""

is said

known except, the record breaker of
1901,

The yield is 150,000,060 million bushels more than it was last year. The
crop last year was larger than it had
ever been known to be before except
in the crop of 1901 when it was 7 13. 003
000.
The cotton crop is an undoubtedly
and exceptionally short one but the
corn crop will probably He a rconl
breaker. It is estimated that the crop
this year will reach 2, (1,000,000 bushels; this will be greater than the crop
in 1902, which was more than 100,000,-00- 0
millions fewer bushels than this estimate. The oat crop it is said will
reach 900,000,000 bushels, which will be
the largest yield ever produced in the
United States.
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DEMING, LUNA COUNTY, N. M., FRIDAY,

To the District School Boards.
The following circular letter has been
issued to clerks of school boards by our
county superintendent:
Deming, N. M., August 10, 1905.
To Clerks of School Boards,
According to an act passed
by the thirty sixth legislative assembly
of the territory of New Mexico school
enumeration lists shall be signed by all
the members of any school board, and
shall be in the hand of the county superintendent not luter than the fifteenth
day of September. For said enumeration the enumerator shall be paid from
funds in the hands of the directors the
sum of one dollar and fifty cents for
each hundred names, or fraction thereof
thus enumerated.
The following is the reading of section two of said act: Any enumerator
acting for the directors of schools of any
district who shall willfully place fictitious names, or names of persons not
actually residing in the district, upon
the enumeration list shuil be declared
guilty of a misdemeanor and pn conviction thereof, shall be punished by a fine
of nut less than ten or more than fifty
dollars, which fine shall, when paid be
pluced in the school fund of said dis-

trict."

Roosevelt's First Oration.
Tho following anecdote is frequently
related in Gorton, Mass., where Presi-

dent Roosevelt prepared for Harvard;
When a boy the president was, like
the average American youth, somewhat
timid about appearing before an audience to "speak a piece," and always
avoided it if possible. However the
time came when the teacher of the
school he was attending insisted that he

take part

the

closing exercises of the term, and he chose for his
recitation that good old standby of the
American schoolboy, "Marco Bozzaris,"
which begins:
should

in

At midnight in his guarded tent,
The Turk lay dreaming of the hour
When Greece, her knees in suppliance
bent,
Should tremble at his power.
As his turn came the future president stepped bravely forth and began:
At midnight in his guarded tent,
The Turk lay dreaming of the hour
When Greece, her knees-H- ere
his memory failed, but he
promptly commenced where he left off:
Greece, her knees-St- ill
his memory failed to respond.
Again he started:
Greece, her knees
It was no use. He had forgotten the
remainder of the verse, but strenously
tried again:
Greece her knees-Silen- ce.

All teachers before being permitted
to draw money from school fund, must
hul l a teachers certificate granted by a
proper authority in the territory of
New Mexico and must have attended
a teachers institute or approved summer school. In addition, all teachers
"Grease her knees once more, Theomust hold a health certificate stating
dore,
and see if she won't go," kindly
that they are free from tuberculosis.
said his teacher. Pittsburg Dispatch.
Yonrs trnly,
U. FRANCIS DUFF,
A Wireless inquiry.
Co. Supt. of Schools.
From the Cunard steamer Campania
during its voyage to New York, a wire
The Academy of Science of California
less message went to London a few days
has just fitted out and dispatched an exago. A lady on board discovered she
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AUGUST 11,

Musical Instruction.
Mrs. Chase is arrangeing to give instructions in, both vocal and instrumental music. The course she will follow
in instrumental music is that adopted
and followed by the New England Conservatory of music one of the leading
institutions in the United States.
Books and music from this Musical
Conservatory will be received by her
this week.
Those wishing to have their children
take a musical course will do well to
arrange with Mrs. Chase for their

-- Southern

Kunyan, Butleiviíle' O., laid
J.
the peculiar dissappearance of his painful symptoms, of indigestion and
to Dr. King's New Life Pills.
He says: "They are a perfect remedy,
for dizziness, sour stomach, headache,
constipation, etc." Guaranteed at all
druggists, price 25c.
Blanks for sale at this office.
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Our New Location
Is in The

Kinsworthy Block,
(Opposite Tost OiTice.)
Where wo vill be pleas-

ed to book your order
for all grades of lumber
and material to build

18-2- 3
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New House.

W. R. MERRILL.
PHONE 65.
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Rates.

Excursion mti:.

Excursion rates to Pacific coast via
the Santa Fe. Portland, Oregon, Juno
1st to Oct. l.'i'h. round trip ÍÓO.IKI,
dates of salo May 2lih and various
other dates up to Sept. 2'.l.
Sun Francisco, Juno, July and August. Koutul Irip .SIO.Oi) for t'io first excursion ami .$.')0.(K) for the second
to the date of sale. Limits !)0
lays from date of sale, not later than
I). A. CUKAMKR,

Ap;ent.

Cheap Rund Trip Rates From El
Paso & Deming to the East via
1 lie Santa Fe.
It's The Cool Routa.
!.", Denver, t'olouido Springs nr.cl
I'uelilo; dates of tn!i daily June 1 to October 1. incluHpve. Fiiiai limit Oct. HI.
POUT LAND, OUKGON.
or returning via ami drrect
route through Huntington or I'.ilht'irs
Datesof sale for Juno 1
18 inclu-- !

1 to 6 in-- 1
sive, 30
elusive,
$.i6, via diverse routes, through San
Francisco, Hillings or Huntington.
Datu of sale for Juno 14 ir-l
July
1
August 7 to If inclusiw,
30 and 31; September 1 to 0 inclusive,
2

13-1-

In addition to the above we have on
sale Cheap rummer rates to all point a
east. Write or call and set' us.
W. K. Hn.n,
W. J. lilack. O. P. A.
Div. Pas Agí.
Topeka, Kansas.
F.l Paso, Texas.
Chicago and Return.
Tickets on sale daily to and inchidirg
Sept. 30th. (I) day ticket, return limit
not later than Oct. 31st, in any ca.-Rate $49.75.
St. Louis and Return.
00 day ticket on sale daily to Sept.
30th, return limit, not Inter however,
than Oct. 31. Uato f 43.80.
e.

B P. 0. E.
Buffal'i N. Y. July 11th. to l.'th.
?57.S0ia the Santa Fe. Tickets on
sale July tilh. 7th, und 8th. P.eturn
limit Jmy Uith.
Py deposit of ticket and payment of
$1.00 return limit of ticket wiil be extended to August 4th.
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(.olden Stato Limited fur Loa Anfri'ti'4
Bakcnifleld. Sacriimc-nto- ,
and all Sun
Joaquin valley pointu, 6:30 p. m.

Nov. :;o 100"..

ani)
MINE SURVEYS. EXAMINATIONS
REPORTS, CONCENTRATION
TESIS
CAH LOTS OF ORE,

Equipment.

Knn
U;.'7

a. m.
Orli-ans- ,
New
Sunset F.xpreu. for Ni-York, Chicago. SU Loui. Cincinnuil,
Wanhinirlon anil all IxiinU eunt; S i I
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12-l- m.

Mine,

State Limited for Denver,

12-5- v

Cyclops Assay
F.

Pacific

LOCAL TIMK.

List of

Peculiar Disappearance.
D.

TABLE.

RAILROAD TINE

Mr. Sim. Holstein, who brought in
his little five year old daughter last
Friday nbout dead with diphtheria, was
delighted to take her home Monday,
well. Dr. Moir administered a heavy
dose of antitoxine and it did the work
in 24 hours.

BOX 175

No. 26

1905.

r
V

3

Only
$27.50
Hiss

This
Oppor-

tunity.

J. A. IJAIiONEY, House Furnisher. n

í
!
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THE DEMING GRAPHIC

Southwestern and A. T. and S.
F. Railroad Companies have all
agreed, with Col. Sellers Secre
tary, to make exceedingly low
rates from all points m New
Mexico. Colorado and Arizona to
Albuquerque and return during
4
the dates of the Territorial r air,
Sept. 18 to 23 inclusive.
Attendance this vear Dromises
to be larger than at any time
previous and the attractions tne
best yet.

-
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Bck ches til the time. Spoilt your
appetite, wearies the body, worries
the mind. Kidneys cause It all and
Kidney
Doan's
rills relieve and
cure it.
H.

B. McCar-ver- ,
of 201 Cherry

Portland,

freight

for

the

Trans-Continent-

Co., says: "I used
Kidney
Dnan't
Fills for back
ache and other
symptoms of. kid- -'
ney trouble which
bad annoyed me
for months.
I
think a cold was responsible for the
whole trouble. It seemed to settle In
my kidneys.
Doan's Kidney Pills
rooted It out It Is several months
since I used them, and up to date
there has
no recurrence of the
trouble."
Doan's Kidney Pills for sale by all
dealers. Price SO cents per box.
Co., Buffalo, N. T.
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Viper in Colorado.
said to be as
t
venomous as the horned viper of
a. was dragged, with six other venomous hnnkes and a water do, from
a stamiunt pool yesterday In Uttleton
by All'rrd Packer. These vipers are
Haiti to feck Hwumpy piucos among the
reiM.i find this la the first one that
is known to have been found In the
hog nosed viper,
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When former President
Grover
Cleveland, writing about the attraction of his summer home In Sandwich,
N. H., referred to the people native
to the locality as "fair In deal, accommodating, and, above all, have the
sense to understand that people who
come there for rest and quiet and
their own recreation do not need officious volunteering of attention or unwonted Interference," he very aptly
described some of the most striking
characteristics
of the little Quaker
community In the mountains where he
Is preparing to spend another summer.
The bouse In which Mr. Cleveland
lives was built by a Quaker over 100
years ago, and has been In possession
of the family ever since. It has come
down
through several generations
from Silas Frye to his

farming country dotted with houses,
churches and schools, some down In
the valleys, others on the hillsides,
homes of New Hampshire, in many of
which scores of persons from the
crowded cities seek rest In summer.
Mr, Cleveland's Neighbors.
One of (Ir. Cleveland's

Al

N

Wlun a girl Is in love It takes but
other person to make a world.

me

TEA
lit-

tle it adds to the weight of
the cup! It has covered the

For Infants and Children.

"I'm. phwnt lie mint by tlie casus
Mu?- - "I il ti mm. ii n lea It do be the
I'pcmllKuylus."

Insist on Qattlno It
grocers say they don't keep

Defiance Starch. This Is because the
have a stock on hand of other brands
""ntslnlng only 12 os In a packag.
which they won't be able to sell flrst.
because Defiance contains 16 os, for
n same money.
Do you want 16 os. Instead of 1Í os.
r same money? Then buy Defiance
"lercn. Requires no cooking.

Always Bought
ÁV'etfetable Pre parallonfor As-

similating

At the Door of ths Friends' Meeting
House.
mountain,
Bald
Dome,
Supdwlch,
Young mountain and Mt. Israel. Coming around to the rear looms up the

Whlteface range. Paugus, Passacon-waand splendid Chacurua, the pride
of all the people In that section of
this
And within
New Hampshire.
of
tretches
beautiful
are
circle
g'ant

Aa

Bears the

nolghbors Is John Huston Flnley,
president of the College of New York
city, who haa house on a hill In the
rear of the Cleveland place, and so
near that the members of the two
families can talk with each other by
means of megaphones. While at Sandwich they are together a great deal,
mingling with tbelr modest Quaker
neighbors, and even attending the
Friends' meeting house on Sunday.
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Meeting House Which Mrs. Cleveland
Attended.
Mr.. Cleveland was a regular attendant there last summer, ;uid only on
one or two occasions wnt elsewhere.
Tho few guests the Clcvelands had
last Mimmcr were housed by their
Quaker friends. The Hoyden farmhouse Is not large enough to admit of
much entertaining.
There Is hardly
more than enough room in It to accommodate the expresident's family
and servants. Last summer there was
so much crowding that extra provision
had to be made for the help this year.
The Moeders have a furtn not far
from that occupied by the Cleveland,
and during the summer months the
former president's family enjoyed
more freedom there than anywhere
else.
The children romped In the
fields n;.d In the hay and made friends
with every member of the family.
When the Meeders wero unable to
take care of all the Cleveland guests
oilier Quaker homes were pressed Into
service.
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Prove It
By the Oven Fire
Put the wonderful KC Bak
ing Powder to the test. Ceta
can on approval. Your money
will be returned if you don't
aarce that all wc claim is true.
You'll be delighted with the delicious, wholesome things that
Li

Kf

BAKING

POVDER

will bring to life in your oven.
Traditions of the Quakers.
K C Baking Powder is two-thirThis part of the town is full of old
cheaper and makes purer,
traditions of the original Quakers, who
more healthful tood than
better,
went there from Dover and Klttery
''
more than inn years ago. Descendants
other powders anywhere near
of most of these families still live In
K C Quality. 25 ounces for
y
!
the town, prominent among them be25 cents. C,et it
ing tho Meeders. the Beetles. Scrlb-tiers- ,
JAQUES MFC. CO.
Gllmans, Hongs and Folsoms,
Chicago
If
all
at
family.
connected
The latter
"Houli
with that of Mrs. Cleveland's mother,
I'nwlill."
is very far removed.
The Quakers of those early days
were very set In their ways, and wore
the quaint costumes that are still to
be found In the closets and boxes of
tho families of today. On occasions
the younger folks disregard the modern method of dressing the hair, part
It simply In the middle, and, dressed
In the hoods, pokes and shawls their
grandmothers, nnd perhaps
wore, bring back old
days In Sandwich, when the Quakers
That you want LION COFFEE always, and lie,
g
set themselves
In a largo measure
lieiiiff a square man, will not try to sell yon
apart from the rest of the community.
ebjo. You may not caro for our opinion, but
They held their flrst monthly meeting
and the church grew In
there In
What About the United Judgment cl Millions
this growth
numbers to about i
of hoiwekeepers who have used LION COFFEE
continuing until alirtit 1855, when
for over a quarter of a century ?
about eighty families moved to Iowa
and the community received a blow
Id thuro any ttrowjer proof of merit, thnn the
from which It never fully recovered.
Confidence ct the People
In those days the Friends religiously refrained from Indulging In any
and ever Increasing popularity?
expensive luxuries. The little oran
LION COFFEE Is carclully senow In the meeting house would have
lected at the plantation, shipped
They
shocked the original
direct to our various factories,
rofrnlned even from placing tombwhere It Is skillfully roasted and
In
dead
little
the
over
their
stones
carefully packed In sealed packgraveyard which by means of a fence
ages unlike loose collee, which
they set apart from thnt in which
Is exposed to germs, dust. Inother townspopele were burled. For
many years the graves were marked
sects, etc. UONCOFFEEreaches
in tho simplest manner, then some of
you as pure and clean as when
the bolder and more liberal of the
it left the factory. Sold only la
Friends erected small stones. Finally
1 lb. packages.
the fence which divided the dead of
Lion-heaon every im:kngo.
the Quakers from those of the rest of
the town came down. As they separfor valuable premiums.
Save theno Lion-head- s
ated the dead, so did they endeavor to
keep the living apart. A Quaker or
SOLD BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE
Quakeress who married outside the
WOOLSON 8riCE CO., Toledo, Ohio.
church was disowned by other mem
bers of the family, but for many years
there has been considerable marrying
with townspeople of other religious beliefs.
While mnny of the old rules have
lost their rlghlness. the Quakers with
whom the Cleveland family associate
..í.;í;..,..;II!1í.IIIIIIII
during the summer months are of the
4 CU la Stnmna fnr Alnmlanra
snme sturdy religious ftock, believing
'nmlnrt Tomb n4 !'apr Cattrr (
VtOOltWOR'l.t-WAI.- I.
KVK COI.I.KUK. Irayr.
In and practicing simplicity, keeping
within their circumstances, and so
W. N. U. DENVER.
NO. 28. 1906.
truthlul that everywhere In the coun- 0.itwm. rttent
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sea with ships for a hundred
years.
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The Kind You Have

Mrs. Amy I Doyden of Beverly, Mass.. and one of the most modest of the farmhouses In Sandwich, Its

present owners refuse to make additions, even at the request of a former
president of the United States. They
fear the old home might lose some of
the Individuality which the original
owner and builder gave it. Changes
have been made, many of them In the
Interior, anil much of the furniture Is
W'eift.
but the old house Is In the
Parker was dragging the pool more modern,
wa-- , when
fnm ri rioxlty than In expectation of main much the same as it
discovering anything more dangerous occupied by generation after generation of the descendants of Silas Frye.
than a Irog when he made the And.
Tlio rooms are larpe and cheerful,
Denver Nrwsi.
and the lower part of the house very
murh given over to fireplaces and
ovens. A huge lirlck affair extends
FOUR
from the dining room In the rear
to the front door, nnd tapers :ff
to the chimney, which projects above
FOLLOWS MALARIA OONTBACTED 15
the roof, and on which the original
SPANISH-AMERICAWAR,
Silas Frye carved his initials and
"9 M.f 1799," which. Interpreted by his
II
Hrlpli-B'hn
Tlctlin lln! Urroino
descendants, means that the chimney
Trlril Ir. William' I'liik I'llU. but
was built during the ninth month of
Was Currd la Four Month.
the year 1799.
Itoonse lie did not know that there is
A remedy fur ataxia, Mr. Ariel endured
Simple Life f.ed.
four years of weakness, pain and the
While In Sandwich the Clcvelands
misery of thinking his cose incurable.
spend very little time Indoors. Away
"At the outbreak of the Spanish from the "madding crowd," away even
American war," he says, "I went with
from their Quaker neighbors, they
Company B. Eighth Regiment, M.V.M., may
roam through broad fields and
into camp at Chlcknninuga, and whilo
free from Intrusion, and enwoodland
thoroughly
there my system became
scenery that cannot be
joy
mountain
poisoned with malaria. When I was
anywhere.
mustered ont, I enrriud that disease excelled
Situated on one of tho highest
homo with me. After a while locomotor
points in' Sandwich, the Doyden cotatiixin np"oiired."
tage, as It Is now called, has a front
" How did the ataxia begin?"
" I first uotieed n pain iu my ankles porch on which one might sit for
always And something new
and knee joints. This was followed by hours and
to look at. Mrs.
Interesting
and
legs.
my
feeling
I
At timos
in
a numb
mother,
Mrs. Folnom,
Cleveland's
had to drag myself around; my logi
greater part of her
wonld shake or become perfectly dead. spent perhaps the
there last summer. Mr. CleveI hnd constant trouble iu gettiug about time brought
his chair out or sat on
iu tuo dark. I kept a light burning iu land
my room at night as I could not balance one of the benches on either side of
myself in the darkness. Eveu with the the door for hours every day.
Great mountains, many miles away,
aid of a light I wobbled, and would
themselves on all sides. Off to
rear
reach out and catch hold of chairs to
the left Is the Osslpee rnnge, In which
prevent myself from falling?"
the moun'alneers lead the strange
" How long were you a sufferer?"
people.
" Four years in all. During the last life of a rapidly degenerating
right one síes
throe yeurs I wns confined to bed, gome-tim- Sweeping around to the
for a week, again for three or four Hyde mountain, Black Snout, Stanley
away behind
weeks nt a time. When I was lying mountain, Mt. Lord, and
down tlio paiu iu my back was fre- them the Blue mountains. Then on
range Red hill, Ashland,
quently so severe that I had to bo helped the Inner
np ami put iu a chair to gut a little relief. I hnd considerable pain in my
bowels and no coutrol over my kidneys.
Tho worst of all was that tlio doctor
could givo mo no hope of recovery."
" How wero you cured?"
"I read Hint Dr. Williams' Pink
Pills had cured locomotor ataxia and
ono or two friends spoke to me about
them. Iu the fall of 1903 1 began to tuke
them for myself and I hnd not used
more than one box before I found that
the jtaius in my kuous and ankles were
greatly relieved. Four months afterward I became n perfectly well man, and
I am t inlay enjuving the best of health."
Mr. Edward H. Ariel lives at No. 43
Powow street, Amesbury, Mass. Every
sufferer from locomotor ataxia should try
Dr. Williams' Pink 1111s without dulay.
Auy drufc'b'iít cuu supply thuiu.
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SIMPLE

FARM

HOUSE.

Show a Layout for Comfort and

Convenience.
should like to build a house 18x26
feet with 14 feet walls and attach to It
a kitchen 14x24 feet with walls 8 t
high. How much lumber would be required if the walls are sheeted wttb
ship lap and sides?
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The British Museum

Y

ft-e-

hard to get along
as talky horses.

Some men are
Willi

In Japan It U extremely bad form

for a woman to contradict her
Banzai!
France

and Germany should nota
settle their
little differences.
how Sweden and Norway

monument is to be erected to
John Smith. Not you. gentle reader
the Pocahontas Smith.
A

A German chemist has Invented a
kind of beer that contains no alcohol.
But why should he call it beerT

War is a ferlcua matter and not a
picnic, as you might imagine from the
way some European nations behave.
Now that the automobile has been
Invented the next thing is to have it
tamed and made the servant of man.

The Italian singer who mistook niof silver fur water must have
been in the habit of taking his drinks
olía.

trate

There is in New York a policeman
who hag made $250,O(iu in real estate.
Evidently he was not always asleep
en his beat.
Dr. Wiley has gone Into executive
fesslon to pursue an investigation of

llmburger entese.
its martyrs.

Science aleo bat

Now old Pelee Is impolitely elbowing
bit ween the dove of peace and Tom
Law-sofor a front seat in the glare
of the limelight.
In

It cost an Ohio man $20 to swear at
a woman over the telephone. Here
Is a case w here long distance bravery
did not triumph.

Here's hoping that a sudden turn
of events won't make the dove of peare
reel that it has gut mixed up in a
match.
pigeon-shootin-

Henry Janus may be right In saving
thnt the American newspapers use
"sloppy English," but at Uast It can
be generally understood.
"Men do not die of hard work." says
the Boston Globe. We knew a niHti
once who died of hard drink, though.
A cake of ice fell on him.

Fashion struck a death blow to the
waiting hoopsklrt industry when it decreed that only women who are over
thirty should wear the things.
Garden seed four thousand years
old have been discovered In Egypt,
but Egyptian Congressmen are not
sending them out to their constituents.
Who knows? If Russia's dream of
an alliance with Japan Is realized,
some day the czar may be friendly
enough with the mikado to call him
"Mlk."
"We owe an Immense debt to medirá! science," says the Detroit Free
Press. Same here, brother, and the
doctor Is beginning to get dlsagreeabli
about it.
We have noticed that Finee the result of the ocean yacht race was anIsn't
nounced. Sir Thomas Upton
talking so much about taking part In
the next one.

It Is a popular and cherished belief
among Englishmen that any book
which cannot be found In the Brltlah
Museum is not worth preserving. The
museum has the greatest library In
the world. In the variety and high
quality of its books and manuscripts,
and their perfect arrangement. The
national library at Paris contain more
volumes, but excels In this respect
only the library of the British
Muaeura,
which contains fully
volumes, many of which
more
are extremely rare, beside
priceless manuscripts,
that 50,000
the
of
history
covering
the
world from the earliest periods of antiquity as recorded through the medium of writings on material lighter
than stone or clay.
The tomb of the world, the cave
of far land., the hiding placea of ancient miser, the libraries of all nation have yielded their rlche in relics to the British Museum.
The museum contains the world's
greatest collection of instructive object relating to the development of
'
i
r
the human race. Room after room, In
a seemingly endless gallery of chambers, is filled with cases containing
Ground Floor Plan,
follow: Ninety five pieces of 2x4 Inch the relics of past ages the Jewelry,
xl4 feet for outside studding, plates the art objec'a, the weapons, even the
x!4 clothing and household furniture of
and sills; 40 pieces of
races long since extinct. Here we
feet for rafters; 20 pieces of
xlO feet for collar ties; 75 pieces of may look upon the preserved bodies
of Egyptians who lived centuries bex8 feet for studding for partitions; 784 feet of
sheeting; 8 fore the advent of the Christian era;
squares of shingles; 930 feet of floor we may see their portraits painted on
Irg; 40 pieces 2xSinch xlS feet for the coffins; we may view the raiment
those ancient kings and queens and
their subjects wore. We are carried
back on the w ings of retrocedlng time,
and stand among the nnclents.
Here also we mav see the evidences
of the culture, the rtflncment. ami the
Bedroom
.1
opulence of Greece and Home. The
U
M
finest marbles, the rarest Jewelry, the
Automatically Appllea Air Brake.
most nearly perfect bronze, the manuscripts, the clothing, the very house- cal is set as In the usual manner the
lever comes In contact and operates
an extension on the top of the cab of
the locomotive, this extension when
N,
C
HALL
so released throwing on the air brakes
automatically,
the
stopping
train
and
t
in this way there would be no danger
of a train going past or the englncei
disregarding the danger slgr.al when
BED
BED
It is set against him.
ROOM
ROOM
Y.,
Rnrber'.e,
Brooklyn,
N.
Is
of
John
TXIO"
the patentee.
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Dinner Can Improvement.
Even the dinner pall offers the student an opportunity to comment upon
the evolution that Is Inevitable In
man's handiwork of the present day
The onetime uniand generation.
versal kettle bears but slight resemblance to the modern adjustable dinner pail, with Its several receptacles
to keep each of the articles carried In
good, as well as attractive, condition.
An example. In which economy of
space is reduced to a science, is shown
herewith, the happy thought of a New
Yorker. It consists of a casing, open
at the ends, and provided with sliding
covers. The Interior is divided Into a
number of compartments, each complete In Itself, and removable through
either end of the caslrg. At one end
there Is a small flask to carry the beverage preferred by the owner. Beyond
are other compartments or receptacles
to hold the fruit and staple viands
which constitute the midday repast
As each receptacle Is complete In itthere Is
self and practically
no opportunity for the different artl-air-tigh-

painting
an-

Thousand Attend Dally.
Under such an arrangement only
sixty person could view the collection In a day. In 1808 It was ordered
that eight parties of fifteen each,
day. These
should be admitted In
restrictive measure have long since
been rescinded, and now the public
enter the museum, for sightseeing,
to the number of thousands a day, the
number of person entering Its portals on a holiday being not far from
60,000.

The British Museum owes Its oriprívate individual, Sir Hans
Sloane, a distinguished coiiector of
books and antiquities, who, by his
will. In 1753, left the whole of his collection, valued at many hundred thousand dollars, to the nation. Parliament passed an act for the establishment of a repository for this collecTo defray the expense,
tion.
was líilsed by a lottery. The
mansion known as Montague horse,
one of the largest In Loudon, standing on Great Russell street. In Blooms-bury- ,
was taken for the home of the
collection, and wns opened to the public for the first time In 179.V
The nii'cum has had many notable
accessions of books and manuscripts,
having been given, among others, the
royal libraries of George II., George
III., and George IV. Its great manuscript collections number about a
dozen, from nil quarters of the globe.
It Is especially rich in oriental and
classic manuscripts.
In 1816, the accession of the
Elgin marbles the sculptures
from the Fihcnnn, secured to England through Its ambassador to the
Porte. Lord Elgin made necessary
the construction of a new wing to the
museum, and in 1828 a general reconstruction was begun, which was
gin to a

'

Upper Floor Plan.
joist; 1,200 fiet of ship lnp and 1.4S0
feet of siding. For the kitchen there
would be required the following:
Forty-fou- r
pieces of 2x4 inch x8 feet
for studding; 18 pieces of 2x4lneh 410
ftet for rafters; 10 pieces of
xl2 feet for sill and plate; 420 feet of
sheeting; 5S" feet of ship lap; 700 feet
of siding; 1$ joists
feet;
IS pieces of 2x4 lnchxl4 feet for celling joists; 340 feet of flooring and 4
squares of
The accompanying plans show how the bouse may bo
laid out for convenience and comfort.
2x4-lnc-

:

I

i

i
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Laying Pipes for Water' Works.
What would be the probable cost of
Model of Parthenon.
laying Iron water pipes in tronches
from 8 to 10 feet deep. The main
íold gods of these people tc whom we brought to a termination In 1852.
pipes would be 10 Inches, branches
owe our civilization, are here shown
The museum building is a great,
from 4 to 0 inches with lead joints.
us. The crude, harsh and virile life low, massive granite structure of very
would
be
additional
cost for
the
What
of the middle ages and of early Britplain exterior except on its south
valves, elbows and tees?
ain are also portrayed through dofront ou Great Russell street, which
Twenty men would excavate about mestic collections preserved in the has an elaborate Ionic portico, facing
museum.
an extensive courtyard.
200 feet of trench 10 feet deep each
The museum is more famiilar, probday, three men would lay the pipe,
ably, than any other single building
and ten others would fill It in. At Delight of the 8tudent
These collections, in connection in Great Britain to American tourists,
$1.75 per (lay the wages for laying 200
with
the library, make the museum a who frequent In great numbers the
feet would be about 1600.00, which
In which the student would love
hotels and boarding houses that surwould be about 30 centa per foot. place
Valves and hydrants would cost about to linger until the weeks became round the museum.
month and the months yean. The
11.00 each to put In. These estimate
The New Woman.
are for doing the work in soil that la essence of the world's knowledge Is
new woman is simply the one
The
banpreserved
a
here,
dlstlllatlca
that
easily handled.
ishes all care or thought of the striv- who, by experience, education and
ing life of
from the mind of the common sense, Is qualified to make
Railing a Roof.
the largest and best use of her capascholar.
I wish to raise the roof of a kitchsays Good Housekeeping. She
bilities,
Visitors to the great library of the
en 14 feet square in order to build on
museum, expecting to enjoy immedi- la more delightfully feminine than
another story. How should this be
ate perusal of Its books, will be dis- ever the attraction of her womandone and how many jack screws would
appointed. It
not a free public hood more charming. But she is both
be required?
library In the same sense that libra- disciple and apostle of the gospel of
She I gradually breaking
ries are free to the public In this health.
To raise the roof of a small buildconventionality that
terrific
the
down
country.
To
a
read
In
book
one
it
ing, place stringers or needle beam
woman
to styles of dress,
bound
ha
have a reader' card, procured
across under plate near to each end, muit
In advance, through person resident method of life and Inane activity of
then put jack screws under these; In
mind and body, which heretofore fetLondon, who vouch for the reader'
take a strain and loosen the plate respectability.
her fullest development. Her
tered
Then the reading can
from studding; now raise the roof as
marvelous Individuality seek
more
be done only In view of an attendant.
high as the jack will go, shove up the
precaution are necessary to freedom of growth and expression. NaThese
roof, take out the jack, block them
ture makes no two Individuals alike,
safeguard the book and manuscript
up and raise again, following the roof
counterpart,
no
or
for other either animate or Inanimate, and the
up with shore until the proper height that have
not be replaced if lost new woman would follow thla univercould
reason
Is reached. Stay the roof from blowmutilated. These precaution are sal law to a reasonable extent rather
ing over sideways, then splice on old or
atrlngent than In the earlier than submit to repression of her Indistudding and nail the top of studs to much les
viduality down to the dead level of
day of the museum, when person
the plate. You can use two Jacks, one
only In parties, and uniformity. Yet this Individuality I
were
admitted
at each end, or four, one at each cor- conducted through the rooms In attained with a tact, a femininity, and
ner, which la safer.
charge of an attendant, after first Intuitive appreciation of public
which I a delicious as It la
having made application In writing,
Painting Town.
plact of abode effective,
condition
and
"naming
Painter I see a league has been
A" Sea Tale
of the applicant," as well as the day
formed In Switzerland to preserve picon which admission was
hour
and
Octopus
Have a pleasant
First
turesque spots throughout the little rewanted. Person thus applying had to drive?
public from commercial vandalism.
present themselves at the porter
Second Octopus Perfectly lovely.
Dauber That means, I suppose,
lodge
for ticket of admission. Only He drove the seahorse with one arm
that a fellow will not be allowed to go
ten person were admitted at once, and bugged me with the other seven.
over there and paint the towns.
to-da- y

gelically radiant or heroically diabolic." Let us strike the golden mean
and say "angelically radiant."

J

"Smacks of Treason" Is the caption cles to become mussy or to otherwise
the Washington lose their original attractive appearof an editorial in
Post. We have not read it, but pre- ance when packed.
sume It treats of the kisses, bestowed
by a married man on the pretty houseElectric Traction Win.
maid.
Since the world's fair test In Chicago, when a steam engine In a tug
A French engineer thinks a railway of war contest succeeded In dragging
could be built around the earth, In- an electric locomotive back, the detunnel under Bering strait, velopment of the latter has steadily
cluding
for 1250,000,000. Probably a few more progressed until It has reached a stage
thinks might cause blm to alter his where the electric locomotive assume
figures a little.
superiority. It has been so greatly
Increased in size, weight, and power
The Boston Globe invites us to that recent tests prove It to be more
"Imagine a daily newspaper written than able to hold Its own. Between
In the style of Henry James." But If specially selected Pacific type steam
they cannot Imagine such a thing In passenger engine and the latest model
Boston, we don't see how we can be of electric locomotive the latter came
expected to do so.
out well ahead In all of the trial run.
In addition the weight of the' trains
says: behind the locomotives was fifty-siThe Birmingham
"A Richmond pastor has Induced the tons greater for the electric factor
women members of his congregation than for Its competitor, although the
to leave their hats at home. The plan greater weight of the steam locomowill work all right until next April. tive made the total weight of the
Then there will be trouble."
trains approximately equal

t

Age-Heral- d

and they were obliged "to keep together, under charge of an officer."

9X10"

photographs with the newspaper girl's
picture in them that the president has
"ordered to be destroyed.
A

h

2x4-lnc-

Human nature is queer. Thousands
of people now would like to see those

women, she must be made "either

(Special Correspondence.)

Appliance for Locomotives.
Recently compiled statistic show
The amount of lumber required fcr
that the loss of life and also the numwould be is
ber of porsons Injured through col- the bouse, the main part
,tv
mm
'
lisions on railroads la greater In com
pari son than from any other cause.
The desire of the officials of the larger
railroad lines to establish records for
'
high speed, whether for long or abort
,
kitchen
:
distances, is primarily the cause of
I3"XI6"
J
these accidents and the consequent
i
loss of Ufe. Safety la sacrificed for
speed, as tho breaking of a record
means a good advertisement for that
particular road. Of course, all railroads have specific rules to cover any
possible chance of accident, but to
.
0ININ&
.
break records and arrive at the desROOM
tination on schedule time it often devolves upon the engineer to overlook
a danger signal purposely and take the
chance of coming out safely. A New
York roan has Invented an appliance
' &OWK
for railroads which was designed especially to prevent accidents from
PARlOUft, ROOM
negligence of this kind, tl consists
,
of a signal apparatus having a lever,
much smaller, but similar to an ordinary railroad signal. When thla slg- -
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THE "KNIGHT'S" TOUR

Vtit toy Nuremberg

AMUSEMENT

THE
OF CHESS.
FOR

LOVERS

Enormous Number of Combinations
Possible in This Diverting Exercise
(Special Correspondence.)
A Mental Recreation That Has
Hut now the castle, Its rugged walls
It wii In the eleventh century that
Few Equals.
Conrad II, Emperor of the Germans, and towers outlined against the iky,
conceived the Idea of building a cat- begins to beckon insistently to our
What is termed the "knight's tour"
Nothing appeals more
tle on the lummlt of a huge rock, curiosity.
which rose abruptly from the level strongly to the American imagination lu chess, and which consists In movplain near the bank of a quiet little than an old castle, and it Is with ing the knight In such a manner as to
river, and one can Imagine the Infant breahless awe and delight that we rover every square on tho chessboard
moves, counting the
Nuremberg springing up like a mushclimb tho rude steps cut In the side In sixty-fou- r
starting point, Is a much more Interroom In the protecting shadow of the of the rock, and follow the steep stone-paveesting problem than is generally supway leading to the entrance.
rugged pile. We close our eyea upon
posed, and as a game or mental recrethis picture and let Ave hundred years
ation It has few equals.
lip past, then opening them again are Looking Over the City.
It has been asserted that some of
Passing through a gloomy archway,
jazled by the vision of a powerful
city. The castle still stands on Its we And ourselves In a wide court (or the chess masters have memorized the
lofty rock, but It looks down upon a lo It a terrace?) and forget to look at knight's tour, so as to be able to start
finlea of red gables hemmed In by a t!ie buildings grouped about three from any square on tho board and
analysis
ían
square,
any
but
on
other
delight
the
sweeps
In
our
which
view
at
it,
wall
from
the
sides of
itrong
It Is
(asile rock and back again In an un- over the town to which the fourth proves that this Is Impossible.
possible, though, to start from any
broken circle, and Is guarded by 300 side lies open.
roofs, what a blnek square on the board and finish
beetling towers. The lord of the castls
The quaint
hat his eminent position and his title picture they make, their gables turned on any white square. Or to start
from any white square and finish on
of Burggraf von Nuremberg, but little at every Imaginable angle In followpower In connection with either, for ing the crooked lines of the streets! a black square, and this would give
the patrician rulers of the free city To the right, the river escaping from the enormous number of 1,024 distinct
any
down below have paid his ancestors between the rows of houses, meanders combinations without Including
It can be
to desist from meddling In their af- Joyfully across green meadows, and of the variations, of which
glances In the sun. From here we demonstrated that there are four or
fairs.
are, too, the modern suburb which has more In every combination. Let any
And down In the streets what throbsprung up outside the walls, and one try to work out Just one solubing lire!
reEvery art and craft Is there being where all those whose taste runs to tion of tho knight's tour without
ending,
piled by men whose object Is to do squareness in architecture and the striction as to beginning or
appreciation of
all things better than they have been "latest Improvements," may Indulge It and lie will have some
feat. It
n
mental
of
nature
the
such
done before. It disturbs them little to (he utmost. Directly below and
to the curving line of the wall, may be mentioned hero that the four
that, outside In the world, kingdoms
total
sre rising and falling princes squab- stands Durer's bouse. Those upper minor variations Increase the
1G times.
bling with one another, huge armies windows open from the room where
To form an Idea of this, let us ex
marking paths of destruction across lie painted and saw visions, while the
some of tho diagrams which
amine
sharp voice of his unappreclatlve
the map of Europe.
In the center
They are too busy spinning the great tpouse floated up to Mm from tho low- show a regular pattern moving
by
tho
Thesrt
are
formed
to
have
fate,
a
What
cords of commerce which bind all na- er regions.
knight In tho same relative direction
tions to them too busy building and one s name Immortalized as a scold.
when entering and having each of
Inventing, thinking and feeling paintthe four middle squares. Now, tho
ing and chiseling. Their power and Inside the Castle.
In eight different diAt one side of the torrnco and apart knight can move
Ingenuity hax become a byword In the
any
of those squares,
from
rections
a
building
stands
proverb, "Nuremberg's hand goes from tho main
twenty-eigh- t
com
as
are
and
there
tower, destined ever after to
through every land," and wenlth In
place
as
the
Imagination
In
our
appear
Into
city
the
full measure streams
whence nightmares emanate. Inside
through a thousand chunnels.
They love their city, these men of we climb upstairs and downstairs Into
and sparsely-lighte- d
active brain and skillful hand, love her various oddly-shapechambers In which are kept
as a man loves his bride, and spend
lavishly of the highest end best that nil kinds of Instruments of torture
U In them, that she may be beautiful, some In use as late as the seventeenth
or tomorrow, but as century some dating from the Mlddlo
r.ot for
beyond tie- Ages and all horrible
long as brick and stone may list.
d

Fought With a battler.
Game Commissioner Woodard is In
receipt of a letter from James Tlb-blta ranchman a few miles south of
Mteker, Colorado, which recites that
one of t ho greatest and fiercest battles
that he ever caw took place on his
ranch on Monday between a huge rattlesnake and a buck deer. The battle
continued unceasingly and fiercely for
half an hour and finally resulted iu
the rattler being killed.
Mr. Tlbblts states that while he was
standing In his doorway on Monday
morning watching a large buck deer
which bad been wandering around his
ranch for a lew days, he was surprised
to see the deer rear on his bind legs
and engage In a struggle with somo-Ihinwhich was wound
around Its
legs. Hushing near to where the deer
was Handing, the ranchman was
startled to see a huge rattler, meas
urlng easily six feet, wound around
the legs of the buck. Climbing a tree
near by. Mr. Tlbblts watched the battle for over half an hour. It was
about an even struggle, but finally
the buck succeeded In extricating himself and dashed the snake against a
roek, killing if. Denver News.

FOR USE OF FIREMEN.

Extension Ladder Quickly Worked ftnf
Simply Constructed.
A device which would be of uso
mainly for firemen Is the scaling ladder shown In the illustration. The
Idea of the Inventor Is certainly meritorious and the advantages and efficiency will be apparent to everybody. This ladder consists of two
sections, being co connected that they
will always be In position for an as
movement
cent with a
from one window sill to another. In
case of fire the hook of one section is
engaged with the sill of one of the
windows of the building. A rope Is
attached to each section and when the
fireman has reached the top of the
one section, he stands there and guides
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Hoisted Section by Section.
the othtr section which Is pulled up by
other firemen on the ground by means
of the rope. He then fastens the hook
of this section on the window sill next
above aud goes up as far as he can.
While he Is running up or after ho
has reached the top of the section he Is
on. the firemen ou the ground pull
the other section up and it Is fastened
to the next window sill. A repetition
of this operation results In rapidly elevating the sections until the top of
the buildlrg lias been reached. If neces- sary, the last, movement possiiuy en
gaging the cornice of the building. In
the meantime the fireman who Is ascending bos little to do beyond running up the ladder section by section
alternately, thus saving much time
and also much labor. The sections!
are lowered by a reversal eif tills operation, the firemen em the gremnd releasing the ropes, the ropes, of course,
length to reach tho
being of sufile-lenground.
The patentee? Is Wlnslow F. SampDiagram No. 16 (Endless Tour),
blniitluns of two In dr.ht numbers, so son of Medforel, Moss.
there are Just that number i;f variaBoy Is Musical Wonder.
tions possible In repaid to the knight's
Wliliemt having had a sintió lesson
movement to and from them. Kaeh
(if the tours Is capable of not less in harmony eir composition, a Citing-forl.oy named George Williams, aged
than four minor varia1 iuna, which do
not entail any alte rut inn In iho cen- fourtee-nhas composed an elaborntc
tral arrange merit of the diagram.
oratorio, which he calls "An ExaltaTaking, for Instate, diagram No. tion." His only tuition has been an
1C, In which had the
knight been elementary course In the; pinnoforte,
moved from square 13 to square 32, under the guidance of a local organist,
leaving square 29 open. It could later ami half n dozen organ lessons. No
have been moved from square 47 to erne outside the lad's family had heard
29 without disturbing the middle of anything of the oratorio until the other
the diagram. Similar changes enn bo day, when the youthful composer playmade In the same diagram by trans- ed selections to the representative of a
posing at squares 40, 4S 17, 19, 33, 33, London newspaper. The work abound.)
etc., and the embodiment of these four In florid passages, and Is altogether of
changes alone, collectively and sep- an nmbltlous order. The beiy's only
arately, increases the original 2S de- assistance In the more technical part
or Prout's,
signs to 448, having the same distinc- of his work was a
tive central pattern; for thcro are, and the whole was completed In thfee
first, tho original squares, 28; 4 times weeks. "An Exaltation" Includes fifty
28, with one of each chunge in 28 numbers, arranged In choruses, solos,
squares, 112; 6 times 28. with 2 of 4 duets, quartettes and octettes. It Is
changes in 28 squares, 1G8; 4 times singular that tho boy had never heard
28, with 3 or 4 changes In 28 squares,
an opera perfeirmed, nor has he heard
112; nil of 4 changes in 28 squares, a first-claschoir render his favorite
28; total. 448, or 16 times 28.
oratorios.
Although this article Is not IntendKeepsake.
ed to give an exact mathematical demonstration or the subject, we may
elaborate yet a little more Just to
show that only a very small proportion or tho combinations possible have
been stated, for, though the moves of
the knight to and from tho four middle squares of the board will at three
with each
different points conflict
other, there still remain flvo
moves to or from each square,
yielding ten different combinations for
each of the four squares and a total of
COO original combinations for the four
squares combined, and each one of
these subject to the same minor
The swain who wishes to be quite
variations as the 28 already described,
to date no longer carries next to
up
which would give a total of 10,048 disheart a portrait of his fair charmtinct tours (9.C0O plus 448) dependent his
er;
he wears, Instead, a bracelet or
to
moves
and
from
these
on Irregular
pendant In which a realistic picchain
central squares alone.
ture or his lady love'i eye is handsomely mounted.
Makes Plea to Chauffeur!.
As the result of a sad experience
Junk Dealer Missed Chance.
with reckless chauffeurs, the owner
A
dealer at Regglo Emilia,
Junk
of a dwelling at the corner of two
Italy, tome time ago bought a dilapEng.,
put
IJasir.gstoke,
has
In
stree's
"Motor idated picture ror hair a franc, and
upon it a placard, reading:
exposed it ror sale ror months.
car driven arc requested to leave tltli vainly
Eventually Prof. Ballet tl, an amateur
Is."
It
where
bouse
collector, happened to see the picture
and offered five francs for It. The
Dandelion It a Freak.
Junk dealer gleefully sold it, but he Is
A freak dandelion blossom has been
found by Marlon Sears of Gardiner, now deeply chagrined, having learned
Me. It consists of five distinct blos- that Prof. Pallettl has refused an ofsoms, all grown on one stem, and Is fer of 30,000 francs for the picture,
which Is apparently a Van Dyke.
qu:'.e a curiosity.
t
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Nuremberg Castle.
Gothic churches cast long, thoughtful shadows into the open market
places siid acrofs the lives of the people passing and repassing every day.
Round about these Fpreadlng spaces
the merchant princes have built their
homes, making them a delight to the
rye with carving In wood and stone on
Fountains
balconies and doorways.
appear In every available place fountains Into which tho sculptor has
wrought sometimes his fairest dreams,
Ms vagrant fancies, or
sometimes
Igaln some legend of the people.

scrlptlon.

Come quickly out Into the

air and let the sunshine chase
these terrible specters of past agony
from our brain. Through the halls or
state and roomi or every size and
shape we pass, lingering at last, entranced, on the battlements, to look
down the sheer side or the rock Into
the moat lying far below, and then
away across the stretch of plain, into
tho blue and hazy distance.
be that fair
One might really
Queen, of the lime tree yonder, searching the horizon for her returning lord;
while enemies, perhaps, are beating at
Hani 8achi and Durer.
the gate below; but the little guide
And in the center of the market rattles her big keys Impatiently, and
iquare, looking calmly over the heads one awakes with a start to the conof buyers and sellers, is the statue or sciousness of being a modern AmeriHans Sachs, the man who spent his can, free. If need be, to depart by the
life In the small house across the way, next train.
spinning good poetry and making good
shoes, with equal facility the man
Wanted Immediate Returns.
who shares with Albrecht Durer the
One of John Sharp Williams' recent
largest part or the Nuremberger'i love.
stories tells or an old darky who apHouses
rise straight from the plied to a rormer employer ror a recater í edge, on either side a waver- ommendation. The old colored man
ing vista, following the vagaries or
had been faltMul, and his record was
the river
picture or which one clean, bo the employer wrote a recomwould never tire. In the opposite dimendation lauding him to the skies.
rection, a short distance above us, a
The old darky read It twice, and
pointed Island divides the stream, and
ran his fingers through his wood.
then
Is
one or the arms thus formed
be muttered. "Boss, dat's
tptnned by a covered bridge of heavy
Don' yo reckon
rec'mendatlon.
matonry, flanked by two toweri or a good
me a Job yo'self If I's
gib
yo'
could
unequal ilxe.
Condemned criminals
York
as all dls sayi?"-N- ew
walked serosa It once, and were seen good
no more. It Is a northern "bridge or Times.
light," but, alas, ror our sensibilities,
Useful In the Next Campaign.
it bears the name of "Hangman's
Tom Now that your engagement Is
Bridge," the Teutonic mind being
to make Carlssa
e of calling a spade aught but broken are you going
a spade. The sunbeams themselves send back your letters?
George You bet I am! I worked
eera to ihlvcr away from It. leaving
they're worth
It cold and gloomy whei all else Is hard on those letters;
Free Press.
agalni-Det- rolt
using
rai with light.
open

text-boo-
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Arriving at a Verdict.
Kushequa, Pa., July 10. (Special)
In this rection of Pennsylvania there
Is a growing belief that for such Kidney Diseases as Hheumutlsm and
Lame Hack there Is only one sure
cure and that Is Dodd's Kidney Pills.
This belief grows from such cases as
that of Mrs. M. I.. Davison of this
place. She tells the story herself as
follows:
"I have suffered from Rheumatism
for thirty years and find that Dodd's
Kidney Pills have done me more good
than any medicine I have ever taken.
I was also bothered with Lame Pack
and I can only say that my back hasn't
bothered me since I took Dodd's Kidney Pills."
Conside ring that Mrs. Davison only
tcok two boxes ef Deidd's Kidney Pills,
the result would be considered wonder- ful If I were not Hint others are re-porting similar results dally. Kushe-- !
qua Is fast arriving at a verdict that
"Deidd's Kidney Pills are the one su;e
cure for Rheumatism."
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For Plain Attire.
The best thing that was
pulpit In the 1'nlted States
el b
a parson 111 D
was utte-rRev. Dr.

Iowa.

in any
yest-r.l-

s

Mcl'e.nne-l-

a:

Mnlne-n-

.j

dee-lur-

that the deende nee ei eiiunii i:ol:u
tttte

be

ndnntse

w.i
spe chilly at Pro-

testant l'lire lii i, wore' the nii.st x
pensive clolb'S they peissesse,!. Thin
had the fit ct of Ue ping away the
:
makpeior. plainly aitlred pi op!.-ills for future
ing the usual aii!'."M!ie-en)services this le ni v li' ailed parson said:
that ll'l p' liie ut'i'llditlg
"Please
s here are requested to wear
plain and Inexpensive clothing in or-der that lie) euie, bowe-v- r humble, may
lie iiibr.rrassi el." This man Is mi the
right track. Dn ss In the Imii u r
an
tie
tween church
poorer classe s. Of course. It Is not
pecte il that n man will go to the house
It Is to be
en worship In his ove ralls.
htipcd he wouldn't sit ilown to dinner
gaiii ce rtalnly not if In- - love-In sue-and respects his wife, who cous the
,
luenl. Pittsburg Dispntch.
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Floating Menageries.
The reee nt iiiundailon of the rive r
Parana bus had strange consequences
cable's the Herald's correspondent at

Ituenos

Ayre-s-

.

the great extension

Uy

of the river Platte, the

eleie

ks of Buenos

Ayres and the harbor have been
by floating Islands or land torn
the banks of the Parana.
These have brought honts of tropical
nnlmals, hundreds of big elephants
and many crocodiles. Even a tiger cub
has been captured within the harbor
zoological gar
nnel delivered to the
dens.
WANTED TO SLEEP

Curious That a Tired Preacher Should
Have Such Desire.
A minister speaks or the curious effect or Grape Nuts rood on him and
how It has relieved him.
"You will doubtless understand how
the suffering with Indigestion with
which I used to be troubled made my
work an almost unendurable burden,
and why it was that after my Sabbath
duties had been performed, sleep was
a stranger to my pillow till nearly daylight.
"I had to be very careful as to what
I ate, and even with all my care I experienced poignant physical distress
after meals, and my food never satisf-

ied

roe.

"Six months have elapsed since 1
began to use Grape-Nutfood, and the
benefits I have derived from it art
very definite. I no longer suffer from
indigestion, and I began to improve
from the time Grape-Nut- s
appeared on
our table. I find that by eating a dish
of It after my Sabbath work is done
(and I always do so now) my nerves
are quieted and rest and refreshing
alen are ensured me. I feel that I
could not possibly do without Grape-Nut- s
food, now that I know its value.
It Is invariably on our table we feel
that we need It to complete the meal
and our children will eat Grape-Nu- ts
when they cannot be persuaded
to touch anything else." Name given
by Pos turn Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
There's a reason.
Read the ramous little book, "The
Road to Wellville," In each pkg.
s

.

mu

i

Tbe Union Pacific Railroad Paeaen-(o- r
Department has put before the public a folder of the Lewla and Clark
at Portland. It is wonderfully
neat and attractive, colora having been
employed In the printing. Contenta embrace a very complete description of
the Exposition and Its attractions, Including a bird's-eyview of the beautiful grounds and buildings, done la
numerous colors. Scenes In and around
Portland are strikingly portrayed, and
all contemplating visiting the Exposition this summer should have a copy
of the folder In order that they may
know of points where the greatest enjoyment and t attsfactton may be found.
When a man look at Ms own faults
ha never baa oocaaion to uae a microscope.

TEA
Was ever a wicked man
or woman especially fond of
tea, do you think ?
The Lord hasn't time to help a man
who
loo laxy to help himself.
1

here It Relief tor Women.
Mother Gray, a nurse In New York, discovered a pleasant horb remedy for women's
ills, called AUSTRALIAN-LEAP- .
It is the
nly certain monthly regulator. Cures
female weaknesses and Backache, Kidney,
Bladiier and Urinary troubles. At all Drug-rlt- s
or by mail 40 cts. Samplo mail.-FKEE. Adilrets, Tbe Mother (J ray Co.,
Leltoy, X. Y.
Kvery time
it make him

man's neighbor

u

re.

kick

Piso a Cure for Conuir.ptlon Wan Infallible
V. Saucil,
modliii.e tor rouch and coliK-- N.
Uxmu Crove. N. J . r'eb. 17. I'JUO.

the .ff.ilra of men t'.f tiile may
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It Ik almnxt
as e.mv t pick tlie
wrotiK u "limn fur n wife it It Is In
pick the '.tiimir horse In a rare.
Defiance Starch
ahould be In every household, none so
Kind, besides i ot. more for 10 cents
than any other brand of cold watir

ataren.

When a Irlluw has a difference with
his
R.t. it s Just a well to
ilit
the difference.
-- !

TEA
Coffee is fine too: but fine
has a different meaning in
coffee.
Write tor
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It's easy to
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Four Facts For
Sick Women
To Considez
Lydia E. Pinkham'i VtgelaHt Compound,

i.jiiii.

MARKETING POTATO CROPS.
In Una with the classic case of the
oyster shippers, cited by President
Madley ot Yale University In his book
t.n Railroad Transportation, is tbe case
oí the Aroostook potato growers
brought by President Tuttle ol the
Boston and Maine Railroad before tbe
Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce. Nothing could better show
how a railroad works tor the interest
cf the localities which it serves.
A main dependence of the farmers
cf the Aroostook region is the potato
crop, aggregating annually eight to
ten million bushels, which find a market largely In Boston and the adjacent
thickly settled regions of New England. The competition ot cheap water
transportation from Maine to all points
along the New England coast keeps
railroad freight rates on these potatoes always at a very low level.
Potatoes are also a considerable output of the truck farms ot Michigan,
their normal market being obtained In
and through Detroit and Chicago and
other communities ol that region.
Not many years ago favoring sun
and rains brought a tremendous yield
of potatoes from the Michigan fields.
At normal rates and prices there
would have been a glut ot the customary markets and tbe potatoes would
have rotted on the farms. To help
the potato growers the railroads from
Michigan made uaprecedentedly low
rates on potatoes to every reachable
market, even carrying them In large
quantities to a place so remote as Boston. The Aroostook growers bad to
reduce the price on their potatoes and
even then could not dispose ot them
unless the Boston and Maine Railroad
reduced Its already low rate, which it
did. By means of these low rates,
making possible low prices, the potato
crops ot both Michigan and Maine
Everybody
were finally marketed.
eats potatoes, and that year everybody had all the potatoes he wanted.
While the Michigan railroads made
rates that would have been ruinous to
the railroads, had they been applied
to the movement of all potatoes at all
times, to all places, they helped their
patrons to find markets then. The
Breton and Maine Railroad suffered a
decrease in its revenue from potatoes,
but It enabled the Aroostook farmers
to market their crop and thereby to
obtain money which they spent for the
varied supplies which the railroads
brought to them. If the making of
rates were subject to governmental
adjustment such radical and prompt
action could never have been taker,,
because it Is well established that It
a rate be once reduced by a railroad
company It cannot be restored through
the red tape of governmental procedure. It the Michigan railroads and
the Boston and Maine Railroad had
been subjected to governmental limitation they would have felt obliged to
keep up their rates as do the railroads
of France and England and Germany
under governmental limitation and let
the potatoes rot. - E hanie.
Fortune Is evidently Mind If we may
Juilxe by the way alie passes us by und
bestow her favors upon other.

TEA

lias an I'ntqualttd litem J of Curts
Tinkl;am'$ AJiúe Is Confide.
IUiI, Fret, and ahoy Helpful
Mrs.

First.

In our hospitals performed upon women

n

Mrs. Plnkham'a Standing Invitation
Women au ffering from any

to Women.

form of female weakness are Invited to
promptly communicate with Mrs Pink-haat Lynn, Mass. All letters are
received, ieued. read and answered
by women only. From symptoms given,
your trouble may be located and the
quickest and surest way of recovery
advised. Out of the vaat volume of experience in treating female ilia Mrs.
Plnkham probably has the very knowl.
edge that will help your case. Surely,
any worann, rich or y oor, very foolish
if she doea not take advantage oí thla
generous offer oí assistance.
1
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Why is It ttiat one never sees the
portrait of an niiKel In trousers or of
the devil In petticoats.

80RE

BABY'S TERRIBLE

Bcdy Raw With Humor Caused Untold Agony Doctor Did No Good
Cuticura Cured at Once.
"My child was a very delicate baby.
A terrible sore and humor broke out
on his body, looking like raw flesh,
and causing the child untold agony.
My physician prescribed various remedies, none of which helped at all. I
became discouraged and took the matter Into my own hnnds, ami tried Cuticura Soap and Cut'.cura Ointment

tues.

Bewith almost Immediate
fore the second week had passed the
sorcncfs was gone, not leading a trace
of anything. Mrs. Jeannette H. Block,
2S1 Rosutlale St., Rochester, N. Y."

Som
men's Idea of llsjnliy Is not to
be called by their' firm names.

Hariri
Pr. ki'ln-v

Great

Kennedy1
ai,l l.lverrur

Remedy, tha
Farnrlt.
W,.rM

Kaaiixiji a auua, Kunduut, K. V., tut

Tendency of Fish to Decompose.
Fish, because of Its tendency rapidly to decompose, holds a peculiar position among foods. In England It Is
the subject of a special act of Parliament. So long ago as 1698 men knew
tbe evil consequences resulting from
eating mackerel of uncertain postmortem age. So they passed an act
providing that except during the
hours of divine service this fish could
be sold on Sunday.
That áct has
never been repealed.

Foot-Eas-

I

Aik Your Dealsjr for Allen1
A oowder. It rest the feet. CuP
Sore. Hot, CallcJus, Aching, Sweating t eel
Nails. At all Druggists and
and Inirrowln
shoe atores. '1 cents. Aoot-n- t no substitute.
Sample mailed FKEK. Address, Allen &
Uiinslod, LAiltoy, K. Y.

else you
If you can't do anythln
ran st least keep out of the other fellow's way.
Why It Is tha Best
Is because made by an entirely dlTer-e- nt
process.
Defiance Starch la und
like any other, better and
more for 19 eenta,

raui'M. Writ lf.

fr. aajapt

buttle.

In scraplnir nn aciiualntnnce be sure
you loii'l lull ti fit (lie
route way.
All
Housekeepers
use Defiance Cold Water Starch, because It Is better, and t os. more of It
for same money.
Money Is naturally Unlit with
man who is shy of loose change.

the

Many who formerly smoked 10c cigars,
now stiioke lewl' "Single Hinder" straight
ctgur The best combination of the bust
tobaccos. Lewis' Factory, Peoria, 111.

"tea"

was a royal indulgence
years ago. Tis yet
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Al y oar dealer

one-thir-

No Time for Mere Lovers,
to
It would take a novel excuse
The world baa no time for mere excuse some of the novels that are
lovers. It wants men who can do published.
things. "Love making." says one, "Is
the Idleness ot the busy and the business ot the Idle." When a youth forTea is fine; that is, fine
gets and takes his eyes from the goal,
penIn
love,
to become merely a man
tea is fine. Tea thoughts
ning dainty poems to his mistress'
eyebrows, soon you will behold him
are fine; that is fine tea
among the Idlers and among the

TEA

thoughts are fine.

THI.E. L'Ett
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Warned Against Tta Drinking.
"We ara told that all lit world loves
youth at Cambridge University a lover," aya the cynical bachelor; WHOLESALE 6R0CERS
company."
was In 1717 mildly remonstrated with "also that misery love
Otoe Brands of Canned Goods
by bis uncle on account ot his chandfne p.H. HraaUr ft Hull Mar. Co., beater
ler's bill being too high "by reason of
ye foolish custom you have got ot
& E. BURLINGAME & CO
drinking and treating wth Tea wch Is
not only very chargeable but Is ye occasion of misspending a great deal of
X.tabltahrd la Colorado.lSrjo. Sample, by aillo
time. I hope therefore you will leave
ti pre I will recen e prora pt aod carrlul attratloa
It of."
Sold &SÍ1TET Bullloa
A

wSSfc

English Free Library.
The borough of Southwark, England.
Is about to inaugurate the open bookshelf In Its pujlic libraries. Taxpayers and others who register their
names as borrowers will be allowed to
enter the libraries and tal;o down
from the shelves tho hooks they require without reference to the attendants.
Diet of Apples and Milk.
There Is more sugar in apples and
more acid In milk. A diet of both
apples and milk is one of the most
wholesome and
The
poiash contiats of both are high. TJey
are the best food for brain, bone and
muscle nourishment, and In their effect upon the nerves they are sooth-

11

Concentration

íÉVÉli
0 E DQLLAEI
Consisting; of warm baths with

ing.
Clock

Lovers' Lament Heeded.
In Wales the Cefn council has erected a foot bridge over a stream in the

district. This was because lovers liaj
complained thnt a favorite walk along
tho side of the River Dee had beei
previously rendered uncomfortable, the
couples having to wado through tha
stream.
Mrs. Browning's Sufferings.
Mrs. Browning wrote most of lur
beautiful poems confined to a darkened chamber, to which only her own
family and a few devoted friends couM
be admitted, In great weakness and

almost unlntermlttent suffering, with
her favorite spaniel as her companion.

Fluorspar to Color Glass.
us has been found for tha
mineral called fluorspar In the manufacture of a very beautiful kind of
glass. The Mibmnnce Is added to tho
quartz nilxti.ro. and produces an exquisite play cf opalescent color.
A new

Musical Comedy In England.
Musical comedy was Introduced Into
England May 23. 1C56. Dignified by
the name of "opera" an entertainment
railed "The Cruelty of Spaniards In
Peru" was produced at tho Cockpit
theater on that day.
Device of Beauty Doctor.
beauty doctor doing btiKlness In
London undertakes to remove wrln.
kles and other lines In the face of a
patron by repealed applications of a
pneumatic cup, which draws the sunk
en tissues out.
A
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Per Cent Per Anunm
Wrltf for bio'lt pnd 'natrn.
tlona. "Ra nk Ilia; by Mall" Al-t- a
)iio.it ua In I
ll.i"'.'V.
atutoK. Are your auv.nm e.irn-lt)- f
dollura?
The Central Savings

Bank

Derivar, Colora J J.

Denver Camera Exchange

to cleanse the skin of
crusts and scales, and
soften the thickened cuticle; CUTICURA Oint-

ltllb .trr(, Oppulle t'uurt llo,..e.
Weaiajnla fur ki
l
lei,iiin( aaioial Mall .mi' nini

3X1

PuiK-ram-

ii..plle.

Gasoline Engines

ment to Instantly allay
and Pumps
Itching, irritation, and For IRRIGATION
and Other Purpotet.
Inflammation and soothe
8rnd Inquirirá and apei'illratiuna to
and heal; and CUTITHE
CURA Pills to cool and
cleanse the blood.
ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
A Single Set, costing tut On Doflafk
U otUn luificUnt to Cure ths most tortuf

akin, scalp, and blood
humors, ecxemat, raihes, ftchinp, tad
Irrftitlooi. with loss of hair, from Infancy
to age, when all eli fails.
Sold threnrhoat IS. wnr'A
m.
ciUm .
Kb. ( In f,,.,, ,,f rs Ku.tl.
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TOILET AND WOMEN'S 6PECIAL UBES
90 cenia a boa.
For aale at
Trial Box and Book el Injunction. Free).
Tmc R. Paiton CoaA)t
BotTON, Hut.

DAD DEQTO
COLLECTED
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GEORGE MORTON, G. P.
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If you are tnterexH. tell ua what
want,
lio u.ui b you bare to Inte.i. anil u
lll iriailly
lorin.n me tiinrttiaiinn. w rue
for a ropy of our paper, "The
I'omiiiK Country."
In free.
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Chocolate Consumption.
The Swiss chocolate consumption ot
America Is causing some alarm a none
the domestic manufacturers who were
rot smart enough to produce r.s popular a chocolate.
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Exempt Students From Service.
Students nt Japanese universities
and commercial schools are no,
obliged to serve In the army. In Ger
many it has often happened that tho
universities were closed bceau.--e ai!
the students and professors had Joint
the army.

tl

. .

... 71 i'.ohl. silver, O.pjior..
I'ln. -- r Oo'.t I'einiia an I HI. h He.
OGDEN ASSAY CO.,

11)3 Colorado Saddlery Go.

Brings $500.

Lart year an Englishman spending
his holidays at Lake Windermere,
bought for $25 an old grandfather's
clock that he had seen In a cottage.
It waa danmgtd In transit and the
owner let the express company keep it
in payment of r25. The company has
Just sold it for J500.

Daovar. Caloaj

RELIABLE
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DENVER

Complete External and
Internal Treatment

Tests-- 100
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Prussian Exiles for Siberia.
German Journal calls attention to
the fact that In 1802 the king of Prussia
made an arrangement
with tho
If you would convince others that
emperor for transporting
Russian
you are a fool boast of your wisdom,
Prussian criminals to Siberia.

Be

Y oar

Denver ,'ireetorv
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FLIHT-LOMA-

different tea and
coffee feel! even good tea
and coffee.
I

That almost every operation

becomes necessary through neglect ot
auch symptoms as backache, Irregular
and painful menstruation, lcucorrlura,
displacements of the uterus, pain in
tbe side, burning sensation in the stompains, nervousness,
ach, bearing-dowdizziness and sleeplessness.
The medicine that holds
SKCoxn
the record for the largest numWr of
absolute cures of female ills is Lydia
E. PinUham'a Vegetable Compound.
It regulates, strengthens and cures
dUnses of tbe female organism aa
nothing else can.
For thirty years It has been helping
women to be strong, curing backache,
nervousness, kidney troubles, all uterine and ovarian Inflammation, weakness and displacements, regulating
menstruation perfectly and overcoming its pains. It has also proved Itself
lnvahiabie in preparing for childbirth
and the change of life.
Third The great volume of unsolicited and grateful testimonials on file
at the Pink ham Laboratory at Lynn,
Mass , many of which are from time to
time published by permission, give
evidence of the value of Lydia
K. I'in'.dium's V'egctabloCompound and
Mrs. Pinkham's advice.
Every ailing woman In the
Fovktii
United Statea Is asked to accept the
following invitation.
It is free, will
bring you health and may save your
life.

ir

from Denver, Colorado Springe, Pueblo and Trinidad to PortlanJ, Tacoma, Seattle, Everett,
Victoria and Vancouver, daily until Sept. 30.
J51.00 to Portland and return, on certain datei, one
way through California. Tlcketa limited 90 daya, but
not later than Nov. 30. Stopoveri anywhere.
'
iV J r PERGUSON r.an.e.l "at"A. ..a W'f
Tlcket 0mc 941 17,h
Devr Colo.
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Bow to Tell the

Irergreens.

Miscollaneees.
Cupid has been on earth a longtime
but he never seems to grow any older
"
or wiser.
Riches are not essential to happiness
but poverty-stricke- n
love is mighty unsatisfactory.
.If women were sure that men were
ruled by their ' stomachs they would
learn to cook better.
Cupid is blamed for lots of the foolish
things that men and women do when he
is really innocent.
Adam probably ate the apple because
he was hungry and Eve didn't have
dinner ready on time.
prickly spray.
Arbor Vitae. Flat branches; cones
A cross-eye- d
girl who is inclined to
few scaled, and only two seeds under flirt can create more commotion among
each.
a crowd of men than anything else on
White Cedar. -- Cones roundish, with earth.
four to eight seeds under each.
After all, Adam is not deserving of
Pitch Pine. -- Dark stiff needles arran- much sympathy; he escaped from the
ged in threes.
Garden of Eden before Eve had a
chance to organize a club.
Sick headache results from a disorded
Never mind what G rover Cleveland
condition of the stomach and is quickly
says
about your clnba, girls: when Teddy
cured by Chamberlain's Stomach and
Grover will
to be
gets
Liver Tablets. For sale by all drugsink into that innocous desuetude that
gists.
he used to talk about.
annual holidays
There are eighty-si- x
The following story of
in
Russia.
woman:
is told of a Silver City
Over three hundred billion dollars are
she pnt her baby's soiled clothes in the
cradle and the baby in the washtub and invested in submarine cables by Great
didn't discover her mistake until the Britain.
child cried when she pinned its left )g
Job work at living rates at this office.
to the line as frhe hung i out to dry.
-- S. C. Enterprise.

White Pine. -- Five needles in a bunHang on! Cling on! no matter what thay
ay.
dle; scales of cone thickened at the top.
push on! Sing on! Thing will come
Ssotch Pine-t- wo
bluish green, short
yourwsy.
needles scattered singly.
Sitting down and whining never helps a
Fir, -- Erect cone; flat, spreading neebit.
dles scattered singly.
Best way to get there is by keeping up
Austrine Pine. -- Two long, dark green
your grit.
needles in a bundle.
Norway Spruce, large hanging cones
Don't give up hoping when the ship goes
scattered needles points all ways.
down;
Hemlock.
Small hanging cones; fiat
Grab a spar or something -- just refuse
spray.
to drown. '
Larch. -- Many needles in a cluBter;
Don't think you're dyiug just because
fall off each year; erect cones.
you're hit,
Red Cedar.-Blu- ish
berries: sharp
Smile in the face of danger and hang to

,

-

your grit.
Folks die too easy -t- hey sort of fade
away;
Make a little error and give up in dismay.
Kind of man that's needed is the man of
ready wit.
To laugh at pain and trouble and keep
his grit. -- Selected.

The

ArK

of the Covenant.

Dr. Rosen, Germany's special envoy
sent to Abyssinia to make a trade treaty,
has just returned as the Kaiser's specially chosen emmisary. He says Mene-lijudged even by European standards,
is a man of sound morals, large ideas
and sound principles, which in the main
he lives up to.
Menelik believes he Is a lina descendant of a son of Solomon by the Queen
Menelik I. who went
of Sheba-Pri- nce
into Ethiopia with a ,M1 V .: of picked
jnded the
Jaws Sabiana, and t
present Abyssinian Semetic nation.
Menelik I., tradition has it, took with
him the Ark of the Covenant, which is
said to be now in a temple at Akhum,
though even the Negus himself has
never seen it, only high grade unmarried
priests being permitted to look upon

k,

it.
We are willing to be one of Menelik's
"high unmarried" priests" for ninety
days in order to set our eyes on that old
relic of bygone centuries. We can put
Abysinia's emperor onto a scheme that
will make the ark pay his "national
debt" and leave him sufficient funds to
paint his o'd castle and give his throne
two coats of
Mr. Negus Menelik, if the above
strikes you favorably, kindly address the
Grsphic Office, Demlng, New Mexico.
jap-i-la-

I1

J

Commander Peary sailed at two
o'clock July 26, from North Snydney,
Nova Scotia, in his Arctic steamer
"Roo8eelt" on his quest for the Tole.
A little forethoug ht may save you no
end of trouble. Anyone who makes it
a rule to keep Chamberlin's Cholic,
Cholera and Diorrhoea Remady at hand
knows this to be a fact. For sale by
nII druggists.

SITING MACHINE.
OU.ES BBAIINOL
HIGH CIAOS

The Only Way.
There is no way to maintain the
health and strength of mind and body
except by nourishment. There i no
way to nourish except through . the
stomach. The stomach must be kept
healthy, pure and sweet or the strength
will let down and the disease set up.
No appetite, loss of strength, nervousbad
headache, constipation,
ness,
breath, sour risinjrs, rifting, indigestion,
dyspepsia and all stomach troubles that
re curable are quickly cured by the use
of Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. Kodol di
gests what you eat and strengthens the
whole digestive apparatus.
At the Palace Drug Store.

C

ILL the COUCH

CURE the LUNC8

Br. King' 8

wl

'div Discovery
rONSU.TION
0UCH3 and

Price

tit 1.00
Fns Trial.

EOo

OLDS

burest eud Uuickeat Cure for all
T1IKOAT and LUNO TROUB
LES, or MONEY BAC2.

L. H. Brown, Caahiar.
A. C Raitiiki. Au'I Cuhier.

J. Bloat Faskpt, PiWL
John Corbett. Vic Pm't

The Banli of Deming

Weak
Hearts

Are due to Indigestion. Ninety-nin- e
of every
one hundred people who have heart trouble
can remember when It was simple Indigestion. It is a sclenlldo fact that sll casei of
heart disease, not organic, sre not only
traceable to, but are the direct result of Indigestion. All food taken Into the stomach
which falls of perfect digestion ferments and
swells the stomach, puffing it up against the
heart. This Interferes with the action of
the heart, end In the course of time that
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.
Mr. D. Ktuble. of Nevada. 0 , nyi: I hid Momarh

i

trouble and waa In a bad star aa I had heart troubi
wlih It, I look Kodol Dyapapala Cur (or about four
month and It curad ma,

Kodol Digests What You Cat
$1.00 Slia holdlnt 2"4 Umea tha trial
which salla lor 50c,
Prepared by I.
DeWrTT 00., OHIOAQO.

Bomtsonlr.

Hi:

a

At the Palace Drug Store.
itititH

Automttle

:f

IV

I

Palace
A. M. LITTLE.

mm

uní

in

1

--

by buy'ng this
reliable, honest,
high grade s ew

Stock

Sewing Machine Co.,

t un

patt'tv

Demiag, - - N. M.

ill.

vmr-n-

Quartz Location blanks

West Side Silver Ave.

CAL

AN TRANCISCO.

at this

Pr..,

Finest Wines
Liquors and
Cigars
Always in

STRONGEST GUARANTEE.

National

Í.itilÚ

Saloon

i.

lug machine.

office

The Aoitrlcss Farmer lbs Best la tb World.

The American farmrr

1

the greatest man

In the world
because he i marter of
the noil he ii raining in intelligence quite
a rapidly a hta product are increasing in

magnitude. Our recent combine of capital
in United State raranured in money are
ennrnmua, yet auch figure sink into
when compared to the money,
brain a d brawn invented in agricultural
For inManre, the farmer of
industries.
Minnesota and Dakota have received
oon.ono for tbrir product in a lingle year.
The farmer know what Nature will bring
forth for him from hi eaperience in the
He know if certain eed are
pahL
plnnted and properly cared for that Nnture
will take care of the rent In the ame
wav von art mmlrr of your mtrn rirstiuy.
Providing your blood is in good oril r. it
onlv need a little effort on your own part
to keep healthy and strong rid your body
of the poisons that are apt to accumulnte
and your ytem I ready to ward oA the
Or Pirrce'a
attnek of thcrmns of diwase
Golden Medical Discovery make rich red
blood bv increasing the number of red
blood corpuscle. There is no alcohol In
thin great tonic to thrivel up the red blood
corpuHcle. A an alterative extract, made
only of herb and root it gne about it
work in nature'a way. It stimulates the
liver into proper action, and feed the
worn-ou- t
nerve, stomach and heart on
pure blood. Ued for over a third of a
century it haa old more largely than any
other blood medicine in the United State.
More bottle of Dr. Pierce C.olden Medical
Discovery are sold to day than ever before-t- hai
i a true test of its medicinal value alter
thirty-eigh- t
year of deserved popularity.
Dr. Picrce'e "Medical Advier" sent on
receipt of atatnp to pay for mailing only.
t
Send ji
stamp for book in paper
volcover, or 31 stamps for
ume. Address Dr. R.V. Pierce, Buúalo.N.Y.
fnsig-nifican-

$,.

J AND

Justice's Blanks, and blank Mining
locations, for sale at this office.

and relieves the stomach of all nervous
strain and the heart of all pressure.

absent-mindednes- s

c.

I

They Appeal ta Oar Sympathies.
The bilious 'and dyspeptic are constant sufferers and appeal to our sympathies. There is not one of them,
however, who may not be brought back
to health and happiness by the use of
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
These tablets invigorate the
stomach and liver and strengthen the
digestion. They tino regulate the bowels. For sale by all druggists.

CO.

PACIFIC

SOUTHERN

$50.

$50.

$50.

Reduced Rates to Lewis I Clark
position, Portland, Oregon

Ex-

AND RETURN.

DONT KAIL TO
SALE

Train

DATES-B- y

July 25, 26, 27.
16. 17, 29, 30. 31.
and 28.

C.O.

No. 9 on the following dates

August 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. 12. 13. 14. 15.
September 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 12, 13, 14, 26, 27

RETURN LIMIT Ninety (90) days from date of sale, but
not later than November 30th.

This Reduced Rate applies from all Southern Points
in Arizona and New Mexico.
For further information, Pullman Reservations, etc., call
upon or address
E. G. Humphrey,
D.

F. ft P.

Busworth.

C. B.

Agent, Deming,

Afnt, Tucson, Aril.

N. M.

one-cen-

Transacts a general banKing business

ctoth-bnun-

Foreign exchange and Mexican money bought and sold.
Money to loan on good security at current rates of interest.

Dealer in live stock, Ojo Caliente
anch. Janos, Chihuahua. Mexico.

"
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MahoneyBldg.

Deming,

Silver

Avenue,

N. M.

'WtmssBSTSK
LOADED

FACTORY

SMOKELESS

SHOTGUN

POWDER

Beat roadbed and equipment facilities.
Absolute! good service;
Quick and comfortable.
Finest and best service to all points
North and East.
Makes good connections at Kansas
City Chicago and for all other
large eastern cities.
Meals served at our handsome Harvey Hotels and are under the
manneement of the noted
FRED HARVEY

SHELLS

good bag
Good thells In your fun mean a
trap.
In the field or a good acore at the
Winchester -- Leader" and "Repeater
Smokeless Powder Shell are good shells.
always giving an even
Always sure-firtheir
spread of shot and good penetration,sports-men
treat superiority is testified to by Loaded
who use Winchester Factory
make.
Shells la preference to any other

7)
VI

O

aaaMSAktaHajs-JMal-

0

J O

ED MUSCLES, LAMS BACK
UiLN J, SCALDS, ETC

AN ANTISEPTIC

Comfortable Day Coaches and
Free Chair Cars; Pullman Talare and
Tourist Sleepers: The Best Dining
Service in the World.
For other details and full information write or call
W. R. BROWN, D. F. & P. A.
Texas.
El Paso.
T. J. WHISENAND Agt,
Deming, N. M.
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1

O
V

j

V

MiwiAnsri, cuts, sprains,
'fssiitzikk',!!!:

CUKE

STUF JOINTS, FKOSTID FE1T,

that topt

Irritation,

subdues

Inflam-

mation and drivat out Pain.

PENETRATES the Pores, loosens the Fibrous Tissues, promotes a free circulation of the Blood, giving the Muscle natural
elasticity.

CURED OF PARALYSIS
W. 8. Bailey, P. O. True, Tess, wrltea: "My
wife had be a suflering fire yean with paralysis in
tier arm, when I was persuaded to nae Ballard'a
now Liniment, which eSected a complete cure. I '
hare also used it for old sores, frost bitca and skin
eruptions. It does the work."
EST LINIMENT

e,

ALL DEALERS KEEP THEM

Acnnr

v

I

est prices.

Horse brands the same

hi

'i

Fine new stock of stable
and fancy groceries, also
best candies etc.
CHINESE and JAPANESE fancy articles at low-

Tu',

fe

FE

Hing' Lee.

A. V. READE

V

"SANTA

ON

EARTH

ONCE

TRtro,

REFUSE ALL SUBSTITUI fcS

ALWAYS

i
1.

VttO

TirJLSSIZZSi 25c, SCctni $1.00
BALLARD SNOW L!NI!V:ZNT CO.
ST. LCU3, U. S. A.

F&lace Cm

j

Aa) f.rCOiVMbtiskfwcws) BY
Store, Irvine U Ha&thel, Proprietors.

1

Thecal

Katie U Castors.
an nomina Vnnwlnir Viimil vfi In
debted to the firm of j. P. Byron & Son
are requested to call on Judge Chapman
and settle their accounts without fur
ther delay. The doom oi ine nrra are

and Personal

Messrs. Wells, Ward and Mahoney
KllloM Sarrieta.
b his hands.
went out to the Tres Hermanas sine-fieltl
The regular services w ill be held at
yesterday.
the Methodist church. Sunday. Preaching at 11 a. m. and 8 p. m. Sunday
New and second hand goods. Bicy
"Hotel, Mr.!" "No, thanks, w al- School and Junior League at the reguBlank keys. Garland
cles repaired.
changed
ways stop at the Sunset Hotel"
lar hours. Epworth League
Furniture. Pianos
stoves
ranges.
and
to 7 p. m.
When you stop at the Sunset Hotel,
Organs.
and
We
may
aubject-League
Epworth
Killinger & Co.
you are sure to come again.
resemble Jesus in filial love and confiMr. Lerchen and daughter Mildred dence.
Blanks for sale at this office.
went to Lia Cruces Wednesday.
St. Lukk's Episcopal Church.
The eighth Sunday after Trinity.
Miss Maul of
nonet op sBEiirr-Paso, who arrived in
13. Morning prayer and litany
August
Whereas In certain action for damasea In the
town last Monday, is visiting Mrs.
with sermon at 11 o'clock. Evening DUtrkt Court of tho Third Judicial District of
Bennett
th Territory of Nw Mexico, within and for th
prayer and address at 8 o'clock.
County of Luna, wherein John H. AlUaon la plainDr. Swope, who has been spending a
Sunday school at 10. a, m. All sre tiff and Edward W. Lawia it defendant, said cauaa
week with his children in the mount invited to attend these services.
beln a ambarad IOS or. tha dockat of aaid Court,
ains, will return
The usual services will be held at the an attachment wasiaaued and lav led upon tha
(.acribad. and w
property narelnaf
thereMrs. Charles Howlett is ill at the Presbyterian Church on Sunday. The after on tha 13th.tarday of July. 1906.nerval
judgment
will
be,
ranch, and Mr. and Mrs. James Howie t; theme of the morning sermon
waa rendered In aaid cauaa in favor of aaid plain-tiand against aaid defendant for tha turn of
Evening
have gone out to assist in caring for her. j "Reclaiming the Desert."
Dollars, damages,
The three hundred and (Iva
Difference."
makes
a
theme,
"It
Messrs. Gassoway and Rafrsdale of
and th aoata of this suit, and sustaining tha
will
be
aforeaaid attachment, and whereas, by a certain
the Cook's Peak country were trans- Endeavor service at 7:15 o'clock
acting business on our streets this week. conducted by Mrs. Dickey. A cordial rit of venditioni exponas issued out of aaid court
In aaid anua dated the 12th day of July, A. D.
welcome to all.
1904, th
undersigned is commanded to aell or
Mr. Jesse Billingslea, of Gustine,
Baptist church service in I. O. O. F. eaus to be aold In manner proscribed by law the
Texas, is visiting the family of his
Hall Sunday 11 a. m. Preaching by property
attached and hereinafter described
brother James Billingslea, at their home Rev. F. H. Richardson. Subject: The for the bestso price
that may be had for sama for
in Deming.
cah, to satisfy th aaid judgment.
Urgency of Duty.
Now, thoreft re, I, Dwight B. Stephens. SherMiss Laura Lester, enjoyed a short
iff of Luna County, New Mexico, do hereby give
Died.
visit with the Goforth's on the MimI will on Satnotice that In obedience to aaid
Miss Spotswood Robertson, daughter urday th Wth day of August. writ
A. D. 1906. at the
bres and returned the fir.tt of the week.
of Prof. W. W. Robertson, who spent a hour of 10 o'clock in the forenoon of said day. at
Mr. Charley Ward, formerly chief portion of her childhood years In Dem th front door of th Sheriff's office In th Town
clerk in the Smelter office, has returned ing, died in Oklahoma city, about a of Deming. in th County of Luna, New Mexico,
to Deming, much to the gratification of week ago. Miss Robertson recently offer for sal and sell at public auction to th
highest and beat bidder for th same for cash in
his many friends in our city.
visited her sister, Mrs. Agee, in Silver hand, th following described property,
Mr. L J. Small begs to announce to City, where she discovered that her On black Jack, Major Dillon, on set of double
tho citizens of Deming that r has heart's action was effected by the alti buggv harnea and one two bora top butgy,
opened up a R e p a i r shop on Silver tude, and that it would be necessary to Th amount of said judgment unpaid and the
costs to data of sate, is the sum of $325.
Ave. opposite the Steam Laundry.
shorten her visit in consequence. She
with all fees and costs that may accrue
Mrs. E. P. Dozier, who was expected only lived a few days after reaching by reason of said aale.
DWIGHT B. STEPHENS.
home a week ago, has'nt materialized, home.
Sheriff of Luna County, New Mexico.
up to date, to the disappointment of her
Guns, pistols and funiture repaired
numerous friends in the city. She may by small, the repair man.
Aamlalstrator't Matte.
be quarantined, and if so. may not
In th Probata Court of Luna County, New
AMERICAN
CAFI.
TBI
reach home in time to get the children
Mexico.
On several occasions the great need
In tha matter of the)
in school at the beginning of the term.
at the American Cafe has been more Estate of John J. Quinnf) To whom It may
cent:
A Touching Story
room and more tables for customers.
Notice la hereby given that on the 21st day of
1Ü06,
July.
by
I
waa
Honorable Proaptinii.
is the saving from death, of the baby
The regular patrons just about fill bate Court of aforesaid Countythe
and Territory, adgirl of Geo. A. Eyler, Cumbenland, Md. the place, and the transient, knowing ministrator of the said estate to succeed Seaman
Field, and that as such administrator. I wiil apply
He writes: "At the age of II months, the Cafe's reputation, make it lively for to
the Probate court nf ssid l.una county on the
day of September UW5, for an order of ap4th
our little girl was in declining health, Mr, and Mrs. Preston; but so far they
proval of my final account of the administration
with serious Throat Trouble, and two have been equal to the occasion, and of said estala, now on tile, and fur my discharge
a auch admiuistrator,
physicians gave her up. We were al- none have gone away unsatisfied.
J. A. Mahonry,
most in despair, when we resolved to try
Administrator.
Nearly $100 was realized from meals
Dr. King's New Discovery for Con- on a recent Sunday. Preparations for
sumption, Coughs and Colds. The first next Sunday are being made, and.
bottle gave relief; after taking four
well, you can eet the best there is
bottles she was cured, and is now in every day in the week.
PAUL H0ETZEL, Prop.
perfect health. " Never fails to relieve
The Sunset loses no customers, new
(Successor to E. F. Filer.)
and cure a cough or cold.
day.
For sale by ail druggists; 50c and ones every
$1.00 guaranteed.
Trial bottle free.
Nothing on the Market Equal to
PI. Cakes. Ckie. Dsvrthauta.
Choiic, Cholera and Diar Ceffe Can. Ralls, ate. etc. í 1 1 S H
Chamqerlin's
your
knives, scissors and saw
Tke
EViST DAT.
rhoea Kemedy.
to Small the repair man and have them
put in good order.
This fact is well known to druggists
Miss Jessie Billingsley gave a very everywhere, and nine out of ten will
Orders from groceries, camps,
enjoyable luncheon in honor of her sis- give their customers this preparation and country stores promptly fillter, Miss Clemma Billingsley, who is a when the báit is aikal fjr. Mr. Ob
ed. Let us book you for a
teacher in the Gmnsville, Texas pub'ic Witmer, prominent druggist of Jop-liin
his
Mo.,
customers,
circular
a
to
schools, and is spending the summer in
13 tf
Deming. There were present a few of says: "There is nothing on the market
in the way of patent medicine which
her old Gainsville friends.
equals Chamberlin's Colic, Cholera and
Almost any old thing that's broken, Diarrhoea Remedy for bowel compl tints.
repaired by bmall, the repair man.
We sell and reccomend this preparaClosing oat Prices
Goods
Mr. Koontz and family, paid a visit tion." For sale by all druggists.
to the College of Agriculture and MeHaving purchased of Lee
For Salt.
chanical Arts at Mesilla Park, and
A fine, fresh Jersey cow for sale
Shipp the entire stock of
were so pleased with what they saw cheap, if sold soon.
Inquire at this
gooas at t1"
that Miss Grace" has decided to enter office.
mthe school at the beginning of the next
RacKet Store in Deming,
The Funtral of "Tony" Carry.
term.
The fnneral of "Tony" Curry, an We are offering them for
Sad news has reached us respecting
Iron mountain conductor who died at sale at Mr, Snipp's closMarian Clements, whom so many of us
Deming, N. M., early in the week, took
ing out prices to make
knew so well. She was attacked with
place at Benton yesterday and was at
room for NEW GOODS.
typhoid fever and has been confined to
tended by many friends from Little
her bed for forty days. The sympa- Rock, Texarkana, St. Louis, and Pop
thies of half of the town go out to the
lar bluff. .
young sufferer.
A special train conveyed about 100
f. J. Grover
Son
Tinware mended by Small, the repair friends of the deceased from Little
man.
Rock to attend the funeral, and in the
A lively picnic party will leave town party were members of the Scottish
y
for Al Watkina ranch, 76-- Mr
Rite, Elks and the railroad orders to
JAMES R. WADDILL
AL Watkins and family, Mr. and Mrs. which Mr. Curry belonged. The train
Bennett, Mr. and Mrs. Worrell, Miss was furnished by Supt. W. T. Tyler
ATTORNEY
COUNSELOR
Maule, guest of Mrs. Bennett, the G. and was in charge of conductor J. B.
- Fielder Building,
Office in
G. girls and Mr, Williams Rutherford. Com, Engineer Neal Goss and Fireman
And for fear they could not be believed W. J. McGowan, who laid off their Deming,
New Mexico
in this arid country they authorized the regular runs to attend the funeral.
Graphic to say for them that they in
The funeral is said to have been the A. W. POLLARD,
tend to fish with a seine during their largest ever held in Benton. The Scott
ATTORNET-AT-LA- W
stay on the ranch.
ish Rite ceremony of presenting the
Office
in Mahoney hlock.
John Lee is now conductor of the Scottist Ring of the deceased to his
- . . Deming N. M.
Silver City branch from Whitewater to widow was said by Dean P. J. Robot Spruce St.
torn at the residence, and at the Meth
Santa Rosa, Miller takes Griffith' run
odish church the funeral service was B. Y. McKEYES
from Rincón to Silver City. E. J.
read by Rev. W. G. Parham, assisted
Bargains in Real Estate,
has charge of the ore train to
by Rev. W. R. Harriaon. Arkansas
Conveyancer,
Notary Public
Fierro.
Gazette July 80, 1905.
Deming
New Mexico
Fiendish 3a?rlB
Mr. C. W. Duff, wno came to Deming
is often caused by sores,' t'oers and can- nearly a year ago for his health,
return A. A. TEMKE.
cers, that eat away your skin. Wm. ed this week to his home in
Detroit,
Attorney-At-La- w.
Bedell, of Flat Rock Mich., says; "I Mich. He has been stopping with
Dr.
have used Bucklin'a Arnica Salve, for Moir while here, and hns made many
Office with Judge Cooke Chapman
Ulcers, Sores and Cancel's. It is the friends in our city, who regret to bid
::- -::
CityJIIall.
Deming. N. M
best healing dressing I have ver found. him adios.
Sooths and heals cuts, bums and scalds.
The friends of iiias iiunim, one of DR. J. G. MOIR,
20c at all drug stores; guaranteed.
our former teachers, have been inPhysician and Surgeon
All kinds of stoves repaired by Small formed of her marriage at ESisbee, July
man.
the repair
Mahoney Blk., Deming, N. M.
ds
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ABOUT THAT TRIP EAST.
Have you investigated the advantages
of a journey via

Golden State Limited

Uñe

mi.

If not let us send you our descriptive

pam-

phlets. "The Way Book, of the Golden
State Limited" and "The Golden State
Limited." A postal card with your name
and address will bring them, gratis.

to-da- y.

The Finest Equipped Train in the States
it

ff

Gen'l Pass, Agt. EL PASO. TEXAS.

A. V. STILES,

Deming Mercantile Co.
Groceries and Hardware,
Hay. Grain and Flour
Fancy groceries a specialty. Agent for the famous
Chase and Sandborn's Teas and Coffees
Deming

New Mexico.

23-- St

1.

HEV

BAKERY.

Customer.

v

VrL

r4.

n.

M

A

i

Lili

W C. WALLIS
Sells UAe STAR windmills made
aires and tvlr sln ÍTAo l.r Anrn
y
muís
r
T

Daily

Have in StocK Mills

in all
wind

From 6 to 18 feet

Lumber, Hay,

A CASH DEAL

S Hardware

at

Gasoline Engines
EASTMAN

KODAKS.

All Styles and Sizes from $2.00 Up.
Films, Dry Plates, Printing Papers, Mounts etc.

Terms Cash Only.

ti...
wuuoia
TÍ..

Professional Cards.

Alain
afcataw

ln

t
y ruanjos
f
nanuuiins
Violins ? Accordions, etc., etc.

to-da-

9

Í

w

W.

.

The Best Line of Strings and
Trimmings always in Stock.
P. TOsSELL UAa Jeweler.

Deminrf

000Xa0

----

New Mexico.

---

00C í0

N. A.
o

VOeVOOaXO

000O

BOLICH.

DEALER IN

o

Dry Goods. Clothing.
Firearms and Ammunition.
Harness and Saddlery.
-A-

IL T.

GENT

Cants' Furnishing Coodt.
tad Shots.

Hats, Caps, Boois

TOR-

Frailer Pueblo Saddles

Whips and Spurs.
Navajo Blankets.

-- maker ot-

The

N. A. B.

-

Center

Send for Measure

Coot.
lanK.

1Ü)

